ABSTRACT In a typical downlink massive multiple-input and multiple-output (massive MIMO) system, the available degree of freedom (DoF) and multiplexing gain improve the channel rate. However, while a finite base station (BS) antenna limits the DoF, the line of sight (LoS) component decreases the multiplexing gain as a result of reducing the rank of the Ricean channel matrix. This paper provides the simple and tight approximations of the massive MIMO channel rate using the zero-forcing (ZF) precoding over the Ricean fading channel and with a finite antenna. We derive an accurate approximation of the ZF Ricean channel covariance matrix by exploiting the arbitrary-rank channel mean. This allows the ZF precoding to focus on the nonzero eigenmode of the correlation matrix in order to improve the channel gain. Subsequently, we deduce the first-, second-and third-eigenvalue moments. We then obtain an asymptotic series expansion in the closed-form expressions of the ZF achievable rates. Numerical results confirm the accuracy of the approximations, as the approximated ZF achievable rates converge to the ideal channel rate. In particular, the convergence shows a dependence on the Ricean factor and effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while a finite BS antenna in ZF massive MIMO channel offers the required diversity order.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pioneering work in the massive MIMO system was first introduced in [1] , and has emerged as one of the most promising technologies for the 5G Wireless Networks. With the nearly infinite number of BS antennas [2] , massive MIMO scales up the conventional MIMO by orders of magnitude to improve the network rate. Recently, several suboptimal techniques have been proposed in [3] - [5] . The ZF precoding achieves performance very close to the channel rate. However, a plethora of antennas at the BS is practically unrealistic in a finite-sized world, although the dimension of the physical channel is estimated to be finite [6] , [7] . Besides, the asymptotic channel matrix results become finite and provide a good approximation for the bounded closed-form rate. In fact, the theoretical channel model is always designed with a large yet finite number of antennas. With a finite number of BS antennas in massive MIMO, Rusek et al. [3] discussed the performance of linear precoding schemes, while in [8] and [9] , the approximated rate converges to the ideal uplink rate.
Most posterior works (herein [1] , [3] , [8] , [10] for references) relied on Rayleigh fading channel to simplify and obtain the massive MIMO channel rate. Conversely, using the Ricean fading channel to study the massive MIMO channel rate is of paramount concern since the propagation can yield both the strong LoS and scattering channels. In this paper, we extend the rank-1 results in [4] and [11] where the channel only captures the scattering features, to the more general channel involving the arbitrary-rank channel. Factually, decreasing the rank of the Ricean channel matrix reduces the achievable multiplexing gain [11] , on the other hand, the arbitrary-rank channel matrix results in inherent propagation with large antenna [12] . As a consequence, using ZF precoding, the trivial inverse matrix of HH H is poorly conditioned, where H is the Ricean channels from the BS to different users. This greatly affects the accuracy of the approximation of the eigenvalue distribution and diagonal elements of HH H , thus impacts the calculation of the achievable ergodic rate. Notwithstanding, the large yet finite antenna does not affect the dimension of HH H , but provide great opportunity to easily calculate the matrix inverse, even with outright inversion. Therefore, we present a novel approach to accurately approximate the ZF Ricean channel rate to approach the ideal channel rate in a massive MIMO system with a finite antenna.
To obtain a tight approximation of the ZF achievable rate, random matrix theory provides the mathematical tools for the rate approximations. Then, the inverse matrix operations of HH H can be done using series expansion [13] . The logarithm can be subsequently computed in a series expansion around the means of the eigenvalues. Based on the expansion order, we deduce the eigenvalue moments and channel covariance matrices of the complex non-central Wishart matrix HH H [14] . We further derive analytical approximations and obtain closed-form expressions in the first-, second-and third-expansion order for the achievable rate. Note that the closed-form expressions of the Ricean channel are upper bounded on the ergodic channel rate [15] - [18] . Essentially, the asymptotic expansion order captures the dominant channel parameters: BS antennas, number of Users and Ricean factor. 1 In this paper, the approximated achievable rate is tightly bound on the practical channel rate with a finite antenna, and is consistent to the results in [9] , [11] , and [18] , where the tightness of the Ricean rate bounds depend on the Ricean factor. Similarly, a finite antenna provides an upper bound on the channel rate [3] , so extra BS antennas constitute a desirable scenario. Hence, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We first provide an analytical approximation of the ZF massive MIMO Ricean channel using an arbitrary-rank mean matrix with a finite antenna. Then, we build on and expand the findings in [4] , [9] , and [17] using the eigenvalue moments of the inverse Wishart matrix to accurately approximate the first, second and thirdmoments of the channel covariance matrices.
• Afterwards, we derive the asymptotic series expansion and closed-form expressions for the achievable rate. With a finite BS antenna and high Ricean factor, the approximated achievable rates converge to the ideal rate. The rest of the paper is outlined as: Section II designs the system model of the massive MIMO system over Ricean Fading channel, then Section III presents the downlink achievable rate with the corresponding analytically approximated 1 Defined as the normalized power of the LoS and scattering components. achievable rate results. And Section IV provides the analytical derivation and approximation, whereas simulation and numerical results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusions of the study.
Notations: Upper (lower) case boldface letters are for matrices (vectors); tr(·) is the trace; (·) T and (·) H denote transpose and Hermitian, respectively; (·) −1 is the inverse; I N denotes an N by N identity matrix; E (·) represents the statistical expectation, H (i,j) denotes the (i, j)th entry of the matrix H, the Frobenius of a matrix H is denoted by H F and we use = to represent definitions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single cell downlink massive MIMO system with a BS equipped with large yet finite M -antenna uniform linear array (ULA) and N single-antenna users. In this paper, we design the N × M Ricean channel matrix H as
where
are diagonal matrices for the deterministic component H L which has arbitrary rank mean [9] , [19] and scattering component H S , respectively, and κ ∈ [0, ∞] is the Ricean factor. The channel matrix H has a matrix-variate complex Gaussian distribution, with
In downlink massive MIMO system as demonstrated in Figure 1 , we assume that channel state information (CSI) is available at the BS, which helps to ameliorate the channel rate. The received signal and the nth user received signal are modeled as
and h S,n are the (1 × M ) row vectors of H L ∈ C N ×M and H S ∈ C N ×M , respectively, λ is the wavelength, d denotes antenna spacing and nth user angle of arrival (AoA) is θ n . Also, z ∈ C N ×1 is the (i.i.d) complex Gaussian noise vector with E z H z = N σ 2 and z n ∼ CN 0, σ 2 . The transmitted signal vector x ∈ C M ×1 contains the precoded transmit signal vector, and is defined as
where w n is the nth column of ZF precoding matrix W = H H (HH H ) −1 ∈ C M ×N by the pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix, s n denotes the transmitted symbol with E s H n s n = 1, and P t is the total transmit power.
III. DOWNLINK ACHIEVABLE RATE
Herein, considering the transmit power and noise power, the signal-to-noise (SNR) of the received signal is ρ = P t /σ 2 .
Then the downlink achievable rate is expressed as
Noting that the achievable rate (5) depends on a manifold of an identity HH H . Ordinarily, the modeling of the channel H for both large and finite antennas have the same number of independent dimension [7] . According to the infinite antenna in [9] , and the large but finite BS antenna [8] , HH H converges
Now, using ZF precoding, (6) is invertible with a finite antenna, since H tends to have nearly orthogonal columns due to the physical separation of the users. Subsequently, we define the inverse Gramian matrix as = HH H −1 . Following the strict Arithmetic-Geometric Inequality (AGI), the ZF achievable rate is given as
where [·] (n,n) denotes the entry of (n, n)-th element. As (7) is closely dependent on received SNR and the effective ZF channel gain, the rate is a deterministic and simple form of (5). However, the expactation of the log function renders (7) inaccurate to evaluate with a finite antenna, except for the scalar unfaded channels [20] .
A. ACHIEVABLE RATE WITH LOGARITHM SERIES EXPANSION
We derive closed-form expressions of the achievable rate in (7), the expected values of hold in tractable approximations with a finite antenna. Under this circumstance, the deterministic approximations almost sure convergence in (7) . Using Jensen's inequality E H log det ≤ log det E H [ ], and assuming the SNR ρ is fixed in (7) , k+1 enables any finite expansion either a tight lower or upper bound, for a fixed SNR ρ [18] , [21] . Consequently, we obtain the positive and negative eigenvalue moments of the ZF Gramian matrix, and the kth
k , whereby the N × N matrix surely converges to a deterministic value [13] . This enables the logarithm series that hold in (7) to converge in an asymptotic limit λ max 1 M HH H for the achievable rate.
From (6), the logarithm series expansion (in the bounds of the achievable rate) approaches the channel rate (7) with a finite BS antenna M , and with convergence for the N number of users. Accordingly, we formulate the first-, second-and third-expansion orders of the ZF achievable rates, and obtain the results in (8), (9) and (10), respectively, at the top of the next page. Similar to the first-order capacity in [9] and [19] , the calculation of the approximated ZF achievable rates in (8), (9) and (10) converge to the ideal channel rate (7), and clearly capture the channel parameters.
B. SUMMARY OF THE MAIN RATE RESULTS
We summarize the main achievable rate results from (8), (9) and (10) based on the analytical approximation of . In section IV, non-central, central and inverse distributions, and some random matrix theorems are applied, and the results are tractably approximated. The main achievable rate results are presented in (11), (12) and (13) at the top of the next page. We clearly observe from (11), (12) and (13) that the ZF achievable rates depend on the BS antennas M , users N and κ Ricean factor, whereby M must be larger than N for ZF precoding. The approximation is thus accurate in the large yet finite BS antenna in massive MIMO. Assuming N M < 1, the effective channel gain becomes deterministic and finally converges to M −N M in the DoF. Besides, the Ricean factor κ determines the strength of the arbitrary rank channel mean for the N users. Insightfully, the approximated ZF achievable rates with M finite antenna depend mainly on the (M −N ) diversity order, κ Ricean factor and ρ effective SNR.
IV. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION
This section provides a tight analytical approximation of the eigenvalue moments of using the inverse Wishart matrix.
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(10) ,n) , where ψ n is chi-squared distributed, and the PDF is modeled as [9] f (ψ n ) =
is the gamma function. The differential of (14) is the moment function of the non-central distribution. As such, the eigenvalue moments of in (8), (9) and (10) can be obtained from the calculation of moments of complex inverse Wishart matrices [14] , and further approximated analytically.
A. FIRST-MOMENT APPROXIMATION
According to [10] , [14, eq. (39) ] and [20] , the first-moment of the inverse channel matrix constitutes
And the channel covariance matrix is expanded aŝ
where step(a) follows E [(H S )] = 0, i.e. according to the zero mean property of H S . In the special case of rank-1 mean in (16),ˆ −1 is approximated using the matrix inversion, and the nth element of the main diagonal is presented as [4] ˆ −1
Moreover, substituting (17) into (15), we obtain a tight approximation of the ZF achievable channel rate in (8) as
Remark 1: In (18) , with a finite antenna M and fixed ρ, as κ → ∞, the achievable rate decreases logarithmically with κ as 
(κ+1) . This is as a result of a rank reduction in channel covariance matrix (16), as the zero mean channel is independent of the correlation matrix, so reduces the channel (multiplexing) gain. Consequently, the LoS (paths) channels and the correlation in the Rayleigh channels are equivalent. In this case, the Ricean channel is preferred in a LoS channel with finite (or minimal) scattering, where the nonzero arbitrary rank channel mean depends on the correlation matrix.

1) NOVEL CHANNEL COVARIANCE MATRIX APPROXIMATION
Hereafter, we introduce a novel derivation in the channel covariance matrix in (16) . This novel approach admits the zero mean channel (with minimal scattering), hence explores the arbitrary rank channel mean in the correlation matrix. In this sense, the transmitted energy of the ZF precoding focuses on the nonzero eigenmodes of the arbitrary rank channel mean. Similar to (16), we denote the novel channel covariance matrix asˆ nov , and obtain the main inverse diagonal as
Proof: please refer to Appendix By merging (19) and (15) with (8), we arrive at (11) for the first-order ZF achievable rate.
Remark 2: Now, with a finite BS antenna M and fixed ρ, as κ → ∞, the achievable rate in (11) increases logarithmically with κ as
Thus, the introduction of the arbitrary-rank channel mean in (19) improves the finite mean precoding and the multiplexing gain.
To gain more intuitive interpretations of (17) and (19) , simulation results are presented in section V.
B. SECOND-MOMENT APPROXIMATION
In this subsection, we approximate the second-moment of the complex inverse Wishart matrix, i.e. E 2 (n,n) . We rely on the second-moment equation in ( [14] , eqn. 40 and 41) as
Proposition 1: Suppose that the performance of the Ricean component depends on the nth user's AoA, (20) reduces to
Proof: By assuming that the channel vectors in (3) are linearly independent, the inner products of the j = l ∀j, l =∈ {1, ..., N } in (20) are zero [23] . Intuitively, the LoS interference assumes that as N grows faster than the finite antenna M , the users can be selected in order to satisfy the favorable propagation conditions [2] , [24] of the orthogonal ZF precoding.
As a consequence of (21), the channel covariance matrix (22) (19) and (22), the secondmoment inverse main diagonal of ˆ 2 nov yields
By combining (23) and (21) with (9), the second-order ZF achievable rate (12) is obtained.
C. THIRD-MOMENT APPROXIMATION
Lastly, we deduce the third-order approximation in (13) . From the results in (15) and (20), the inverse matrix 3 is
where (24) follows the inner products of the channel matrix. Next, we approximate the channel correlation matrices in (24) . By exploiting the third-moment equation in [14, eqs. (44) - (47)], we obtain the expected approximation in (25) and (26) at the bottom of next page. Note that in (26), step(d) follows from the same line of assump-
for n = l, n = m and j = m ∀j, l, m, n =∈ {1, ..., N }, respectively, which are independent for any p and q. Hence the expectations in the second and third terms in (25) are zero. Further, we can simplify (26) to reveal the channel covariance matrices as
From (27), the n user diagonal elements can easily be calculated by recalling the channel covariance matrices (22) and (29). As a consequence, the inverse main diagonal of the third-moment novel channel covariance matrices E H ˆ 3 nov is given in (28) at the bottom of next page. Finally, putting (28) into (27) and assembling all the parameters in (10), yields the desired result in (13) for the third-order ZF achievable rate.
V. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results to validate the performance of the approximated ZF achievable rates in (11), (12) and (13), and the first order achievable rate in (18) that is same as the rank-1 result in [4] . We compare the approximated ZF achievable rates with the ideal channel rate in (7) . Also, the Ricean factor and SNR are considered for the performance analysis. Now, the achievable rate is plotted as a function of the SNR ρ in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for various cases of the Ricean factor (κ = 0, 5, 10, ∞) with the number of users and a finite BS antenna. In (17) and (19) , if κ = 0, the main diagonal ˆ −1 nn = ˆ −1 nov nn = 1, as a result, obtained the same achievable rate in Figure 2(a) . However, the ideal channel rate in (7) outperforms all the expansion orders, indicating that the approximated Ricean channel is less orthogonal at κ = 0. Besides, increasing the Ricean factor, i.e κ = 5, 10, ∞ in Figure 2(b), Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3(b) , the performance of each expansion order holds for any SNR values. The achievable rates convergence become slower as κ increases in the arbitrary-rank channel mean in (19) . This suggests that the LoS channels reduce fading fluctuations, thus increase the SNR. Consequently, the ZF precoder is not optimal at low κ, but at higher κ, the third-order rate provides a tight bound on the ideal channel rate in a finite BS antenna. Intuitively, rate loss in the first-order approximation in [4] is due to the deterministic channel gain (with the higher Ricean factor) in the rank-one channel covariance matrices.
65808 VOLUME 6, 2018 Then, the achievable rate per user versus the number of users (N ) with two cases of SNR with a finite BS antenna M = 400 is shown in Figure 4 . The figure shows the unlimited achievable rate per user with the number of users
N and SNR ρ as discussed in [10] . Here, the achievable rate increases with the number of users in (6) and also improves with an increase in SNR. But for large SNRs, the transmit power compensates rate loss due to common channel gain as depicted in Figure 4 (b). As expected, the first-, secondand third-order approximations explicitly attain the same rate with the ideal achievable rate in (7), because the finite massive MIMO antenna achieves the required channel orthogonality and multiplexing gain. Although the diversity order (M − N ) reduces as the number of users increases with a finite BS antenna, the channel mean introduces enough scattering to improve the diversity and the channel gain. However, the rate loss in the first-order in [4] is due to the absence of the zero mean property of H S (scattering), thus Ricean channel is less orthogonal and strict on only the channel covariance matrix in the finite antennas, while the increase in SNR ρ recompenses channel gain in Figure 4 (b). And, Figure 5 presents the performance of the achievable rate per user against the number of users with two cases of the finite BS antenna and κ Ricean factor. Here, we consider the fixed ratio increases to a saturation point. While in M = N , the ρ turns to zero or stops to grow in the channel mean, regardless of the channel covariance matrix. Ostensibly, the first-, second-and third-order approximations converge with the ideal achievable rate in (7) for the two cases of the BS antennas, even as κ increases, and then maintain same achievable rate per user for κ = 1 and κ = 10. Again, the achievable channel rates of first-, second-, and third-order approximations are not heavily impacted by deterministic channel gain as κ increases, this is as a result of the arbitrary rank channel with a finite massive MIMO antenna (in both M = 256 and M = 400), thus agrees with [20] . On the other hand, the ZF achievable rate per user in first-order approximation with a rank-1 channel matrix in [4] decreases with an increase in κ. The degradation is attributed to the lack of scattering among different user (N ) channel vectors, thus reduces the rank of the channel matrix. In all, when M = 400 improves the diversity order (M − N ) and enhances the rate per user. Hence adding more finite BS antennas M improves the effective SNR and reduces diversity gain reduction.
VI. CONCLUSION
In a practical massive MIMO system, the number of antennas is large yet finite due to implementation constraint. In this paper, we investigate the approximation of achievable rate for downlink ZF massive MIMO system in Ricean fading model with a finite antenna. From the ZF Ricean channel covariance matrix, the arbitrary rank channel mean is incorporated to resolve the common channel gain at high Ricean factor and ameliorate the multiplexing gain. We determine the main diagonal elements using moments calculation of the complex inverse Wishart distributed matrices. Then, we introduced the logarithm series expansion to derive closed-form expressions for the ZF achievable rates. In particular, we establish the relationship between the ZF achievable rate and the first, second and third eigenvalue moments of the correlation matrix. Performance results show the approximated ZF achievable rates converge with the ideal channel rate with a finite BS antenna. In all, the third-order approximation show superior performance for both small and large finite BS antennas, and the accuracy is consistent with posterior works.
where the last line in (30) [3] and [8] , the condition in (6) can also apply to a massive MIMO system with a finite M antenna in a non-trivial matrix. Considering a fixed ratio 
